9 New Faces in Faculty

Nine new faculty members have been added to the Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University College of Aeronautical Studies. Dr. Daniel D. Sain, Dean of the College of Aeronautical Studies, said that with the addition of these highly qualified professors ERAU will continue to give quality higher aviation education inspite of increased enrollment of the fall term. He added the new personnel would lower the teacher - pupil ratio as well.

The new faculty members are; Mr. Marleau R. Adams, M.Ed. from Florida Atlantic University; Mr. Jack L. Beharrell, Ph.D. University of Connecticut; Dr. John P. Eberle, Ph.D. American University; Mr. Elwood G. Kirkpatrick, M.S. Purdue University; Mr. Leslie L. Kumpula, M.S. University of Minnesota; Mr. John M. Schnaubelt, M.S. University of Notre Dame; Dr. Robert D. Tucker, Ph.D. UCLA and Mr. John R. Urish, M.B.A. Florida State University.

Over 1800 students are enrolled for the fall term beginning September 1. Over thirteen hundred will be in degree Programs with the remainder in the Professional Pilot and Maintenance Technology Programs.
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GRW Work Goes On

The Gill Robb Wilson Memorial Aeronautical Science Center begins to take shape. If work keeps on schedule, it will be completed in early spring.

USMC Team Here

The U.S. Marine Corps Officer Selection Team will visit the Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University campus on 13-14 September 1971. The Team will set up a display in the student center from 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM. The Selection Officer will interview and test college students that are interested in any Marine Corps officer training program.

Attention Vets

It is IMPERATIVE for ALL Veteran Students to bring their paid receipt for enrollment in the fall Trimester to the Veteran's Affairs Office. Your V.A. checks for the Fall Trimester will be delayed if this procedure is not followed.

Please be sure to stop by the V.A. Office after you have paid your Fall Registration Fees.

Tutoring Continued

ERAU is continuing a student tutoring service. Any student qualified in tutoring, any subject, should contact the placement office, 252-5561 Ext. 44 and register. Each student tutoring will receive $2.50 per hour by the student needing tutoring.

Experience has shown that the number of students interested in our commissioning programs is proportional to the advance publicity in the school and local newspapers. As a public service, we would greatly appreciate your publishing the enclosed release or any notice concerning our presence on campus in the issues preceding this visit.

The Marine Corps offers the Platoon Leaders Class (PLC) for freshmen, sophomores, juniors and graduate-study students. The Officer Candidate course (OCS) is available to seniors and graduates holding a baccalaureate degree. The PLC and OCS programs lead to a commissioning as Second Lieutenant with assignment to Officers Basic School for ground officers and flight training for pilots and flight officers.

ID Cards Issued Today

Permanent ID cards will be issued Thursday and Friday, September 9 and 10 from 3 - 6 PM in the lobby of Dormitory I to all students, staff and faculty who do not presently have one.
Coed Spotlight

Believe it or not—there are a total of 14 co-eds on our campus this fall. Of the fourteen, four are freshmen coming in.

One of the new co-eds is Melonie Scofield. She comes from Indian Harbor, Florida. She is here studying Aviation Management and is working for her BS degree.

Melonie has her private pilot's license. She hopes to be able to become a flight instructor.

Her hobbies include flying, cooking, sewing, and stamp collecting.

Welcome to ERAU and good luck to all the new girls.

Also good luck to Caryl O'Dell, hurry back.

NOTICE

All new and returning students are requested to review opposite parking map for areas allotted to student parking. Any student who is parked in a space other than those made available will be ticketed for a parking violation, and will thus be liable for a parking fine. It should also be noted that any student who parks on a Seed Area will be issued a parking citation. "Seeded Areas" include those areas along side the road immediately in front of the Student Union, and the field adjacent to the Gill Robb Wilson Memorial.

Since there are such a large number of students registered at ERAU this fall, your courtesy and co-operation while operating a motor vehicle on campus will be appreciated by all. Please drive carefully.

Making an emergency or precautionary landing in the Everglades of Florida could be a disconcerting experience. This thought may be helpful if one should find themselves in such a situation. Immediately try to establish radio contact with some other aircraft or anyone monitoring aviation radio frequencies. 121.5 MHZ may be the emergency UHF frequency but remember you may not be in line of sight of a tower and small civil aircraft do not normally monitor this frequency. Only military aircraft and large civil transport may be monitoring. In such a case try calling the FSS frequencies or unicom frequencies.

VOLUSIA AVIATION SERVICE, INC.
MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
VOLUSIA COUNTY'S OLDEST FLYING SERVICE

SPECIAL CLUB RATES
LOW PRICES

$25 initiation fee
$10 per month dues

Flight Examiner on Staff for: Private Commercial Instrument
D-18 & PA-23 Multi-Engine
NOTE AREA BEHIND STUDENT CENTER MAY BE UTILIZED BY THE SENATE.
Term Papers- Fair Ball or Foul?

by Edwin T. Repond

The Baltimore Colts--only the Baltimore Colts--are to be allowed five downs this season; all opponents will receive the usual four. The Yankees will get ten innings and Muhammad Ali gets an extra thirty seconds between rounds. Your roommate is given three hours to complete the final exam; you get two.

The Kansas City Chiefs, The Cleveland Indians, Jerry CARRY, and you have legal complaints--favoritism. Needless to say, the ridiculous deviations just mentioned do not exist. Or do they? A hypothetical case follows.

The first day of the new class the instructor calls roll, lists the required text books and assigns a term paper. That paper is to be typed, double-spaced, footnoted and is to have a bibliography.

The scene now shifts to that date; the term paper is due. After a sleepless night, you finally finish it. Your buddy, having goofed off in his usual manner, turns his paper in about a week later. You could get an A; he could get a B. Is this fair? Should he receive a higher grade than you? I think not.

Does this happen here? You can bet your last dollar on it; it does in many cases.

The same rampant, rabid militarism creeping across this campus was the militarism that taught me to meet suspense dates--or else. To the administration, I say this: establish a policy concerning this and put some teeth in it. The foul lines are there before Johnny Bench comes to the plate; they are not painted after he hits.

LETTERS

Dear Editor:

At the end of the summer trimester it was reported in an SGA meeting that the President and Board of Trustees of this University were displeased with the AVION and said that if it got any worse they would have to quit mailing it out to school VIPs.

I was always under the impression that the AVION was printed for the student body and if they were satisfied the staff had achieved its purpose. Am I wrong? Is the AVION printed for the administration and what ever is left over distributed to the students? I would like to know as I understand the school newspaper is funded with student activity fees.

If my assumptions are correct and the student body isn't complaining and the newspaper isn't libeling anyone, I think the administration can find more important things to occupy its time with. Believe it or not, there are schools that have been around a lot longer than this one that have newspapers a lot more radical than the one on this campus.

Spence Price
Aviation Management
Senator

GOING FLYING?

WANT ANOTHER RATING?

We Can Serve You

DAYTONA BEACH AVIATION INC.
(behind the control tower) 252-3344

- Private
- Cherokee 140--$14.50/hr solo
- $19.50/hr dual
- Apache--$40.00/hr dual
- DC-3--$135/hr dual
- Commercial
- Instrument
- Multi-engine
- Instructors
- DC-3 Type
- ATR
The Brothers of Alpha Eta Rho are hosting their semesterly rush party this Friday night at the Rho House. All interested students are invited to attend. The dress will be casual, and free refreshments will be served.

AHP has chapters at all leading colleges and universities across the nation and abroad. Purdue, Auburn, Western Michigan, and the University of Illinois to mention a few.

Broaden your horizons and meet new and interesting people. Our membership includes those representing all the fields in aviation. Now's your chance, don't miss it, be there Friday.

Winner of the first ERAU Greek weeks.....Overall campus blood drive winners for the past three years......Sponsor of semesterly girl auctions with Tri-Delta Sorority from Stetson University in Deland.....Last years over-all athletic champions on campus.....Active in all campus functions, i.e.; the Avion, the S.G.A., all varsity sports and many more....

AHP AHP AHP
Alpha Rho Omega

Greetings, returning brothers of Alpha Rho Omega. You are returning to the fraternity that was chosen as an affiliate of the Society of Licensed Aircraft Engineers and Technologists. Although we once had our problems, which is naturally human, we have made a name for your fraternity during the summer. (A really slow trimester for the fraternity.

In early October we have planned an installation banquet for all new members who have or will join Alpha Rho Omega. It will be at the Desert and Bottle and will cost about $3.00 a person. The fraternity treasury will pay the balance of the bill. Also, a gathering is being planned to welcome prospective members. At present there are 32 active student members and a number of associate members (faculty). Remember, this fraternity invites all Aviation Maintenance Management, Aircraft Maintenance Engineering Technologists, and Airframe and Powerplant students, plus any faculty or students who want an airframe background. As stated in earlier issues of the Avion, this is YOUR fraternity.

As an affiliate of the SLAET, we have received inquiries from mechanics across the country wishing associate membership in Alpha Rho Omega. The Society of Licensed Aircraft Engineers Technologists and Technologists is based in London, England and has affiliates in the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the U.S. As members of Alpha Rho Omega, we are granted membership in the SLAET. This truly puts your fraternity in the heart of the professional world.

The meeting of Wednesday, Sept. 8 was held in the Academic Complex. If you want to know where the next coming meeting will be, contact Bill Ball in H-3 Dorm 11, or write Box 4205 ERNU. We are sorry for the inconvenience, but we will soon have a permanent meeting place. Thanks for the undivided attention, Brothers.

Delta Chi

Having survived another summer, most of the Delta Chi brothers have returned for another year at Embry-Riddle. For many of us who went north for the summer, we noticed many new things during the first few days back. First of all Delta Chi has a new house and a huge front yard to have better water fights on. The house was occupied with many lice, palmetto bugs, roaches, and a mouse, but with the efforts of the local exterminator and a house load of fraternity brothers we lost these roomates.

Alpha Eta Rho

Thirty one steamy bodies have slowly been finding their way back to the beach, better known as the Rho House. As of this past trimester has finally reached us so has the membership of AHP been united for another year. Quite a few changes have been made over the summer as the membership increased by seven. This was the first time Rho has had a summer pledge class and the endeavor was apparently quite successful.

Before this story gets too old the Rho brothers will like to welcome back all of EAU's veteran scholars and to those new freshman, 

Alpha Eta Rho is the world's only Aeronautical Fraternity. It was founded in Southern California in 1928 and presently has fifty active chapters across the country and over seas. Rho will be holding its fall rush tonight at 8 p.m. at the House. Anyone interested in aviation or students interested in aviation is welcome to come for our new business manager and Mike Winters, is now the house manager and Mike White nailed down the

vice presidency and as far as anyone around here is concerned Dickie has always been into some kind of vice. Jesse Kurier has come out of seclusion with a bashful growth of a boastful secretary. The JLD, Florida branch, was elected treasurer and when it comes to money Jeff Davis has had much experience. Returning for a second term Bob Budden was elected historian. The pledges this year will meet Bob Speilmann first, but our Pledgemaster. Rounding out our posts, Henry Hansen is the new business manager and Mike Winters is still the House Commissioner and a dirty house it was when we got Mike!

So till this weekend "Shalom", is that how it's spelt, Brian?
**DELTA CHI CONT'D.**

The following activities also took place this summer. Larry Lombardo and his old girlfriend Jo-leen don't have to go back and forth to Orlando anymore to see each other because they are married. Congratulations to them both. Skip Stone also announced his engagement and upcoming marriage in January. Ed Thorne almost had to announce his engagement and "Papa" Mike Shanholts and his wife Marianne are expecting another Bambino in December or so. There are a few other brother anticipating marriage and we just can't explain these recent phenomena but wish all of them the best of luck.

The Delta Chi Rush party is Friday September 17 so any interested students please contact the fraternity box 1447.

We would like to welcome back all new students and returning ones and wish that you all have a good year.

**Sigma Chi**

Six Brothers of Eta Iota Chapter of Sigma Chi attended the Leadership Training Workshop at Northern Illinois University in Dekalb, Illinois during the recent trimester break. Those attending the workshop this year from Embry-Riddle were Rod George, Ed Vogel, David Wilkinson, Ollie Gagne, etc.

**VETS ASSOC.**

A hearty welcome is extended to all new and returning vets!!

We started the Trimester off right with a real swinging beach party. Everyone had a great time, and we don't know which we enjoyed more, the free beer or the volleyball games!

This Friday, Sept. 10th at 8 pm we are holding our fall trimester welcoming party at the Boar's Head Lounge, Howard Johnson's Inn on 1-95. If you are a Veteran (student, staff, or faculty) you are invited to come out and see what we can do for you! Wives and dates are also invited. Free beer and refreshments will be served. Hope to see you all there!

**For What It's Worth**

**PROMOTIONS...rumor has it that Miss "C" has been promoted to Head Designer for E-RAU, with Joe Smith as assistant Head Designer. This comes straight from the usual "reliable source at the Flight Line. (It seems the Powder Room on the DC-3 is being redecorated.)**

**PILOT SEMINAR. Wednesday Sept. 15, Building A-Room 108, 7:30 PM featuring Dr. Crawford on "over the counter drugs"... those available without prescription ... and their effects on flying/driving safety. Not just for pilots...take a friend. SAFETY IS GOOD BUSINESS.**

**WISE HOBBY & TOYS**

**PORT ORANGE PLAZA**

**MODEL AIRPLANES-RADIO CONTROL EQUIP.**

**CARS**

**SHIPS**

**PLASTIC & WOOD KITS**

**SCALE AND FLYING MODELS**

**SLOT RENTAL TRACK**

**MODEL ENGINES:**

FOX, O&G, COX, ENYA, K&B, VECO, MCCOY

**OPEN TIL 6, FRIDAY TIL 9** 767-6391

**MILEX**

**TUNE-UP**

SPECIALISTS IN ELECTRONIC ENGINE ANALYSIS

TUNE-UPS, AIR CONDITIONING, AND BRAKES.

- EACH TUNE-UP INCLUDES 
  - BRAKE OVERHAUL INCLUDES
  - 40 STEP ELECTRONIC ANALYSIS
  - 30 POINT COMPLETE LABOR TUNE-UP
  - ELECTRONIC CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENT
  - 6000 MILE/120 DAY WRITTEN GUARANTEE

**NOW AT MILEX WE CAN STOP WHAT WE START**

885 Volusia Ave.
Highway #92 Daytona Beach
253-2577

**SPECIAL 20% DISCOUNT**

FOR ON ALL E.R.A.U.
STUDENTS (LIMITED TIME)
TWO SHOPS IN THE MYTONA BEACH AREA

856 N. Nova Holly Hill Plaza

2224 S. Atlantic across from Aku Tiki
Welcome to the Embry Riddle Diving Eagles. As you may well know, SCUBA diving covers a multitude of activities, from sightseeing to photography to spearfishing, and this club exists to bring these activities to you or you to the activities with the least possible cost to all involved.

We realize that college students do not have unlimited resources and cannot engage in every activity or sport offered. Our aim is to convince you, the non-diver, that the sport of SCUBA diving is the sport for you. We intend to do that, in part by holding interesting meetings, showing movies and slides, arranging for lecturers, offering a diving course, and most of all, by giving you the actual experience.

If you are at all interested please feel free to sit in on one or more of our business meetings, take in the program, and talk to the club members. For you who are already divers we offer just what you want the most—low cost diving trips to the best places. For example, we can put you on terrific trips to the Bahamas, Grand Cayman, British West Indies, Cozumel, Mexico, and many others. We also dive in the local springs and caves, often combining the diving trip with a campout.

These trips are all priced within reach of your pocketbook, often half to one third below the cost normally incurred by those who go it alone. The main advantages of belonging to a club such as ours are the availability of lower group prices and the company of a group of people with interests similar to your own.

Put your training to good use. Dive with the Diving Eagles.
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND
Fall Rush 1971
Sept. 24, 25, 26

FRIDAY EVENING SEPTEMBER 24TH
7:30 p.m. until 9:00 p.m.
Shirt & Tie-Fraternity officers
give brief outline of
general fraternity activities.

SATURDAY MORNING SEPTEMBER 25TH
7:00 a.m. until 10:00 a.m.
Breakfast. A formal affair.

SUNDAY AFTERNOON SEPTEMBER 26TH
2:00 p.m. until 4:00 p.m.
Individual interviews and
final consultation with potential
pledges.

ALL ACADEMIC STUDENTS WHO ARE TAKING
OVER 14 CREDIT HOURS AND HAVE ATTEND-
ED AT LEAST 1 SEMESTER PASSING
AT EMORY-RIDDLE OR ANOTHER UNIVERSITY ARE
ELIGIBLE TO PLEDGE SIGMA CHI.

Dear Rusher:

Recently you have made one of the
greatest decisions of your life; that of
where to gain your college education—and
may I congratulate you on your choice. But if you have come only to
learn, then you should realize how
limited your experience. If you come to
RHHY, then your decision has become two-fold.
First, you will take part in a college
academic program, and second you will
be a part of a close and meaningful
group of men.

During your first week, amid much
handshaking and confusion, you will
meet many many fraternity men, all of
whom share an interest in you. You
probably will know discouragement, yet
this should not deter you from making a
carefully selected and wise choice.
This decision is a lasting one, for
brotherhood is a durable bond. We of
Sigma Chi are proud of our achievement
and feel that all our attainments are
a result of close and meaningful
brotherhood.

I along with my brothers, extend to
you a warm and sincere welcome to
Emory-Riddle Aeronautical University
and invite you to rive Sigma Chi a
thoughtful consideration before making
your decision to join a fraternity.

I am looking forward to meeting and
getting to know you and I wish you the
greatest success during you years at
Emory-Riddle.

Sincerely,

Stephen L. Ayers III
Rush Chairman

---

THE STRENGTH OF SIGMA CHI CAN BE SEEN IN HER ALUMNI.
NO MATTER HOW OLD OR HOW FAR REMOVED FROM HIS COLLEGE
CAMPUS HE WILL ALWAYS SAY WITH PRAISE "I AM A SIGMA CHI".
SIGMA CHI WAS FOUNDED AT MOUNT OHIO IN 1855 AS THE
FIRST COLLEGIATE FRATERNITY. SINCE THEN A LONG AND RICH HERITAGE
IN FRATERNAL COLLEGIATE AND INSTITUTIONAL LIFE HAS MADE
SIGMA CHI A GIANT IN THE GREEK WORLD. IN 1950 LIFE MAGA-
ZINES CALLED SIGMA CHI "THE MOST SOLID OF ALL GREEK FRATERNITIES
IN AN ELEVEN PAGE SPREAD ON GREEK LIFES. IT IS
STRONG ALUMNI IN ALL WalkS OF LIFE WHO HELP KEEP HER
STRONG.

FORMER ILLINOIS FOOTBALL COACH PETE ELLIOTT, ONCE SAID,
"OF ALL THE VALUABLE THINGS ONE CAN RECEIVE, THE FEELING
OF MUTUAL PURPOSE AND FRIENDSHIP ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT.
THESE SIGMA CHI HAS GIVEN ME."

On behalf of the men of Sigma Chi I would like to
welcome you to Emory-Riddle Aeronautical University
and extend to you an invitation to visit our Fra-
ternity.

As you will see we are proud of our fraternity —
its national strength, its alumni, its rich heritage
and its position on this campus.

The strength of Sigma Chi lies in the diverse
interests and accomplishments of its members. It is
this variety that brings the closeness and unity found in the fraternity.

Sigma Chi offers the individual an excellent opportu-

nity to develop his potential in all facets of
college life.

It has been said that "Sigma Chi is more than a
college experience; it is a lifetime proposition.
Both as undergraduates and as alumni, we will always
say with pride, "I Am a Sigma Chi."

We hope you will come by the Sig House, talk with
us, and find out what Sigma Chi can offer you. We
think it can offer a great deal.

Sincerely,

Rush Chairmen

Roger C. Allsop, Rush Chairman for
State of Florida Sigma Chis 1971

If you are interested in pledging Sigma Chi
or would like to know more about our Fra-
ternity please feel free to contact us. Our
Fraternity house is located at 520 S. Ridge-
wood (U.S. 1) or by leaving a message in
ERAU mail box # 295 in care of Sigma Chi
Rush Chairmen.
Mr. Elwood Kirkpatrick

Once again this fall, in its never ending search for wisdom, ERAU has taken under its wing a group of talented and experienced instructors. One of these new faces is that of Mr. Elwood Kirkpatrick.

Mr. Kirkpatrick comes to us from Purdue University where he spent the last twenty-three years in the Industrial Engineering Department. Prior to his term at Purdue, Mr. Kirkpatrick served in a consultant capacity for a couple of Mid-Western industrial firms.

Mr. Kirkpatrick holds his Bachelors degree Magna Cum Laude in Math from Western Reserve University just outside Cleveland, Ohio and his Masters, also in Math, from Purdue. He is presently teaching both Econometrics I and II in Industrial Management and he also intends to settle in his home town just outside Cleveland, Ohio as well.

Mr. Kirkpatrick holds his Bachelors degree Magna Cum Laude in Math from Western Reserve University just outside Cleveland, Ohio and his Masters, also in Math, from Purdue. He is presently teaching both Econometrics I and II in Industrial Management and he also intends to settle in his home town just outside Cleveland, Ohio as well.

SIGMA CHI LONID

Mike Meck and Stephen Avery were among 850 Sigma Chis from all over the United States and Canada that attended the 4 day event.

New officers installed last Sunday, Sept 5th by outgoing President Stephen Avery are as follows - President Rod George, Vice President Mike Meck, Treasurer, Secretary, Dave Wilkinson, Historian John Houghtaling, Custos Jerry Andrews.

This fall Sigma Chi throughout the entire United States will be having one of its largest Rush and Pledging programs ever. The Beta Iota Chapter of Sigma Chi at Embry-Riddle will also be conducting several functions this fall such as formal and informal rush parties, seminars and president-to-person meetings among the brothers and rushees. We hope that several of the students this year will participate in this fall's Interfraternity rush and pledging program and choose the fraternity of their choice.

Listed below are a few interfraternity facts & feelings.

An Associated Press survey revealed a fall years ago stated that fraternities "play an important role in the social, athletic and educational life of that college community. Oldtime hazings practices are virtually extinct today. Physical punishment or mental harassment are now off limits. Pledging is an educational program instead of period of paddling. Community service and charitable work among fraternity and sorority members is on the upswing."

Every U.S. President and Vice President except two in each office born since the first social fraternity was founded in 1825 has been a member of a fraternity.

More than 8000 students in 147 colleges and universities participated in a study of the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare which revealed that "Fraternity or Sorority membership was clearly associated with persistence to graduate. Institutions which had no recognized fraternities or sororities had a significantly lower graduation rate than did institutions where opportunity for fraternity or sorority membership was available. Institutions with national or international organizations had higher persistence rates than those with only local fraternities. All beginning statistics were divulged in recent Oklahoma State University study.

The Sigma Chi Fraternity, founded in 1855, in 1970 had over 154 chapters on college campuses across the U.S. and Canada, and has over 100,000 living alumni.

The Sigma Chi Fraternity and its foundation annually make available more than $100,000 in Student Aid Loans to assist members in continuing their education.

65% of all Greeks graduate on time as compared to only 35% of non greek men graduating on time.

Sigma Chi has a placement service with 100 large corporations in the United States and Canada, who presently have Sigma Chis as either President or Chairman of the Board of the Corporation.

Cost of fraternity social activities is minimal compared to outside activities.

We hope that a few of the above comments might interest you this fall and you will plan on pledging a fraternity. The first Rush functions will begin this week and go on until the 24th and 25th of September. This is for the Rushees to go to the parties and functions sponsored by the individual fraternities on the Embry-Riddle campus. After the Rush has gone to all of the parties he selects the one he feels is best suited for his needs.

The Sigma Chi Rush parties start on Sept. 24 and end on Sept. 26. After these parties, the Brothers will extend you a bid, if you are interested you can extend a favorable answer of acceptance, where upon you will be given the formal Interfraternity initiation and will be required to go through approximately nine weeks of pledgeship. If all the requirements are met then the pledge will be installed in a formal ritual.
DELTA CHI
RUSH PARTY

535 SOUTH RIDGEWOOD AVENUE

friday, sept. 17, 1971

All Welcome
Shirt & Tie

INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL FRATERNITY

FOUNDED OCTOBER 13, 1890 AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY

SEE WHY MORE MEN PLEDGED DELTA CHI LAST YEAR THAN ANY OTHER EMBRY-RIDDLE FRATERNITY